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The rutile Ti02(l 10) (1x1) surface is considered the prototypical ‘well-defined’ system in

the surface science of metal oxides. Its popularity results partly from two experimental

advantages: bulk-reduced single crystals do not exhibit charging, and stoichiometric

surfaces - as judged by electron spectroscopes - can be prepared reproducibly by

sputtering and annealing in oxygen. We present results that show that this commonly-

applied preparation procedure may result in a surface structure that is by f~ more complex

than generally anticipated.
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Flat, (1x1) terminated surfaces are obtained by sputtering and annealing in ultr&igh

vacuum. When re-annealed in oxygen at moderate temperatures (470 K to 660 K), irregular

networks of partially-connected, pseudohexagonal rosettes (6.5 x 6 ~ wide), one-unit cell

wide strands, and small (- tens of ~) (1xl) islands appear. This new surface phase is

formed through reaction of oxygen gas with interstitial Ti from the reduced bulk. Because

it consists of an incomplete, kinetically-limited (1xl) layer, this phenomenon has been

termed ‘restructuring’.

We report a combined experimental and theoretical study that systematically explores this

restructuring process. The influence of several parameters (annealing time, temperature,

pressure, sample history, gas) on the surface morphology is investigated using STM. The

surface coverage of the added phase as well as the kinetics of the restructuring process are

quantified by LEIS and SSIMS measurements in combination with annealing in 180-

enriched gas. Atomic models of the essential structural elements are presented and are

shown to be stable with first-principles density functional calculations. The effect of

oxygen-induced restructuring on surface chemistry and its importance for Ti02 and other

bulk-reduced oxide materials is briefly discussed.

1 Introduction

The rutile Ti02(l 10) surface has evolved as one of the most important model systems for

metal oxide surfaces. Titanium dioxide is used in gas sensing, catalysis, and

photocatalysis, where surllace phenomena play an important role. In 1994, when the

surface science of metal oxides was reviewed by Henrich and COL Ti02(l 10) was already

an intensely-studied system. 1 Since this time, its popularity has increased steadily, partly
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because bulk single crystals can be reduced easily (which conveniently prevents charging),

and partly because of the desire to perf20rmexperiments on a ‘well-characterized system’.

The preparation of a clean, atomically flat Ti02(l 10) (1 x 1) surface with a controlled

defect density is very important for surface chemistry experiments. Normally, sputtering

and annealing in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) or oxygen at high temperatures are used. Many

authors “havepublished preparation recipes, as an example we cite the one given by Pan et

al.:2 “The stoichiometric (or nearly perfkct) surface was obtained by sputtering with 500 eV

Ar+, then annealing to 1000 K for 3 rnin in 2X10-6Torr of 02, and finally cooling down to

room temperature in the same oxygen atmosphere. XPS showed sharp Ti 2P peaks with no

indication of reduced Ti states.”

Most of the STM studies on Ti02(l 10) pdorrned so fa 3-12have focused on UHV

annealed surfaces and the nature of the (1x2) reconstruction that evolves at high

temperatures. Our STM measurements showed that oxygen-annealed surfaces prepared

using Pan’s recipe2 were considerably rougher than vacuum-annealed samples, and that the

appearance of the surface varied greatly when seemingly the same procedure was applied.

In order to understand this phenomeno~ we re-annealed flat surfaces (prepared by UHV

annealing at high temperature) at moderated temperatures in oxygen gas, and found a

pronounced morphology change we have termed restructuring. A brief report of STM

13and a more complete account (includingresults and conclusions was given previously,

data not shown here) will be published elsewhere. 14

In this paper, we apply a combination of STM, LEIS and SSIMS to explore systematically

the influence of preparation parameters (t&nperatare, annealing time, oxygen pressure, and

reduction state of the crystal) on surface restructuring. Ab-initio total-energy density

fictional calculations are used to test the geometric model for restructured surfaces, and



explore its electronic structure. As the main conclusio~ we find that both the surface

structure and morphology of a Ti02( 11O)surface depend sensitively on the oxidation

conditions as well as the history of the crystal. Specifically, we find anew structure

(termed ‘rosette network’) that consists of an incomplete Ti02(l 10) layer, where all atoms

are in approximate bulk-like positions, but some are missing in a regular fmhion.

Compared to a (1x1) structure, the rosette networks exhibit quite diffkrent bonding

geometry, coordination number, undercoordinated sites, and degree of covalency. Hence,

TiOz(l 10) surfaces prepared by annealing in oxygen may not resemble the flat (1 x 1)

terminated surfaces that are oflen assumed in interpretation of surface chemistry

experiments. With this work we would like to provoke thoughts, and invite comments, on

how surface chemistry may be affected by the presence of such rosette networks, and to

what extent our findings may be transferable to other bulk oxide systems with facile

transport of metal interstitials.

2 Experimental and calculation methods

The experiments were performed in two UHV systems described elsewhere. 15’16Polished

Ti02 single crystals from three different vendors have been used which exhibited a blue

color afier an initial high-temperature anneal (950 K); details on sample mounting can be

found in refmences 13-15.Before each experirnen~ the sample was prepared with sputtering

(1000 eV Ar+, I~mPIe- 8.3 @cm-z, 20 rnin) and annealing to 880 Kin UHV for 30 min

which yielded a flat TiOz(l 10) (1 x 1) surface with atomically flat large terraces (up to 500

~ wide) as shown in Fig. 1. The alternating white and dark rows along the [001] direction

are located at the positions of 5-fold coordinated Ti atoms and 2-fold bridging O atoms of

the (1 x 1) structure, respectively. 11Some bright rows @ically several tens of nanometers

long, are scattered across terraces or connected to step edges. These are appear upon UHV
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17In refixence to the features observed upon annealingannealing of relatively dark crystals.

to higher ternperature,4-7 we call these rows (1 x 2) strands. Smooth step edges are

12Only Ti and O signals were detected byoriented along the [ 1T 1] and the [001] direction.

XPS and LEIS, indicative of a clean sample surface after such a treatrnen~ and LEED

showed a sharp (1 x 1) pattern.

Both pure 1602 gas and isotonically enriched 1802 gas (1802: 160z = 93’?40:7’XO)were

employed in oxygen exposure experiments. Gas dosing was pdormed by backfilling the

14which show clearlychamber. To quanti~ the 180 surface content we took LEIS spectra

separated 180 and 160 peaks. These LEIS measurements do not affect the uptake of 180

with carefidly controlled parameters (total ion fluence of - 1.6x10-15cm-2per measurement

and beam energy of 1000 ev’). Static SIMS experiments were performed in a separate

chamber16 with a differentially pumped ion gun utilizing a 500 V Ar+ beam with anion

flux in the nA/cm2 regime. No ion current was measured at the sample without Ar flowing ~

through the gun, even with a 10-6torr chamber pressure of 02. This indicates that virtually

no 02 entering the gun from the chamber was exposed to the crystal as ions. During a

typical experirnen~ the total Ar+ ion exposure was maintained below about 5% of a

monolayer in order to minimize any potential effkcts due to sputter damage. Secondary ions

generated by sputtering were monitored with a quadrupole-based ExtreI C50 spectrometer.

The electronic structure calculations used the massively parallel Gaussian-based code

QUEST (QUanturn Electronic STructure)18 and density fictional theory in the local

14’19Successfid tests of computationaldensity approximation (LDA) as described in ref .

20who used a planeaccuracy included comparisons with the results of Rarnarnoorthy et al.,

wave code and different pseudopotentials. Local densities of states are found by the
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standard projection on the local Gaussian bases. Integrating these to the Fermi level then

results in local electron populations having diagonal (same atom) and off-diagonal

(interatomic) parts, which provide information on the degrees of ionicity and covalency in

local interactions.

3 Results

3.I. Oxygen-induced change of su~ace structure

In the following, we present LEIS and STM results afier re-annealing at various

temperatures flag UHV-annealed surface similar to the one displayed in Fig. 1. The

following procedure was employed each time: sputtering, UHV annealing, lowering the

sample temperature to the specified value, exposing to 1802 gas (1x10-6 mbar) for the

specified time, and cooling in UHV to room temperature.

1802 exposure at 500 K for 10 rnin produces bright features evenly distributed on the (1 x

1) substrate as shown in Fig. 2a Most features are assembled into short aggregates (-40 ~)

roughly oriented along the [ 1TO] direction. In addition, a few scattered (1 x 1) islands (ea.

40 ~ x 30 & marked by arrows in Fig. 2a) can be seen on top and in between the large

(1x 1) terraces. The step edges of the (1x 1) terrace become more irregular as compared to

a UHV-annealed surface (Fig. 1). After annealing in 1802 at 520 K (Fig. 2b), distinctly

different morphological features appear on the large (1 x 1) terraces. Patches of a rosette-

like networks13 (labeled ‘R’,typically 30 ~ wide and elongated along the [ 1TO] direction)

dominate, see Fig. 4 below. Located in between are small (1 x 1) islands (typical size of

60 ~ x 40 ~). In addition, some white clusters are fobd on top of the (1 x 1) islands.

Fig. 2C(annealing at 550 K) shows an even rougher surface, consisting of many layers of
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somewhat larger (1 x 1) islands (-80 ~ x 60~), partially connected to each other and

roughly oriented along the [110] direction. Between and on top of these islands are

network patches (’R’)also elongated along the [110] direction. The flat (1 x 1) substrate

(still discernible in Fig. 2b) can no longer be identified in this image. After annealing in 02

at 660 K (Fig. 2d), the (1 x 1) phase dominates the surface. The (1 x 1) islands are

connected to each other to form large (1 x 1) terraces with larger network patches (ea. 100

~ x80& appearing on top of terraces. STM results14 horn a sample annealed in p1g02 =

1 x 10-6mbar at 660K for 5,10, and 20 min gave images very similar to the one displayed

in Fig. 2d (1Orein). (This justifies comparison between annealing at 10 min (Fig. 2 a-d) to

somewhat longer annealing times at higher temperatures in Fig. 2e,f)

Oxygen exposure at 710 K for 15 min leads to a dramatic morphological change (Fig. 2e)

with much larger (1 x 1) islands and straight step edges (some of which are reconstructed

as is observed on UHV ~ealed surfaces12). A number of [001]-oriented bright strands

(typically 70 ~ long) are distributed uniformly on top of (1 x 1) terrace and extend out of

step edges across the lower terrace. An even higher annealing temperature (Fig. 2f) yields

large, flat (1x 1) terraces with a few white clusters and bright strands on top of the bright

[001]-oriented rows (the Ti sites) of the substrate. (Such strands are also visible in the

small scale image below (Fig. 4).

Annealing in 180z leads to incorporation of 180 into the sample surface. LEIS 180 peak

areas (after normalization of the total LEIS O signal to 100°/0)that correspond to the images

displayed in Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. The 180 content increases with temperature, up to

a maximum value of 75?40for Fig. 2d. Concurrent with the transition to flat, larger (1x1)

islands and the absence of rosette networks, the 180 content decreases again.
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All surface displayed in Fig. 2 exhibit a (1x1) LEED pattern. XPS results of an oxygen-

annealed stiace reveal no difference in the Ti 2p peak position or shape as compared to a

surface annealed for 30 min in UHV at 880 K. This maybe caused by insufficient

221 showed a shoulder indicative ofsensitivity of our XPS-setup. Previous measurements ‘

Ti3+ species (attributed to oxygen vacancies) on UHV-annealed surfaces.

A small scale STM image of both network patches and (1 x_1) islands is shown in Fig. 4.

The small isolated (1 x 1) island (ea. 60 ~ x 30 ~) at the center is partially connected to

network patches. The network is atomically resolved as arrays of inter-connected pseudo-

hexagonal units (named rosette: ‘R’).Usually, one rosette (marked in Fig. 4) is composed

of six bright spots with a width equal to the substrate unit cell in [ 1TO] direction (6.5 ~)

and twice as long as the substrate unit cell in [001] direction (2 x 3 &. Some bigger

rosettes composed of more than six bright spots appear occasionally. Incomplete rosettes

are incorporated into the edge of (1 x 1) islands, but rosettes never appear within an island.

The rosettes have the same height as the (1 x 1) terraces. The dark centers of the rosettes

appear on top of the bright rows (on top of the 5-fold coordinated Ti atoms) of the

underlying TiOz (1 x 1) layer. Structural models of these rosettes are presented below

(Figs. 8 and 9).

Some short bright strands (ea. 10 ~ long) are connected to or located between network

patches and (1 x 1) islands. Usually one of the six bright spots is missing at the comection

between a rosette and a strand. In a forthcoming paper,22 we argue that the strands exhibit

the same structure as the double ridges of the Ti02(l IO)(1X2)reconstruction.7
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3.2. Kinetics of the restructuringprocess

A study of the initial 180 incorporation with annealing time was pediorrned using static

secondary ion mass spectrometry (SSIMS) in a separate chamber. The sample was

prepared by sputtering and annealing in 1602 (6.7x 10-7mbar) at the temperature range

from 477 K to 815 K. The 1602 gas was pumped out the chamber was backfilled with

1802 gas (6.7 x 10-7mbar), and the 180z was pumped out after 260 sec. During the whole

procedure the 180 surface content was monitored (Fig. 5). The 180 uptake occurs more

rapidly with increasing annealing temperature, and decreases again above 669 K. This is

consistent with the LEIS results displayed in Fig. 3, where a maximum of 180 surface

content was found afier annealing for 10 min at 710 K. From Fig. 5, the 180 uptake rate

was determined using a (1 - @)dependence. The rate increases quickly below 566&

slows do~ and decreases above 669 K. From these rates, the 180 activation energy is

estimated to be 19 kcal/mol.

The uptake rate is strongly dependent on crystal ‘age’(i.e., reduction state)17 ‘Fresh’, as-

purchased Ti02 crystals are transparent. With increasing numbers of sputtering/ annealing

cycles, they change in color from light to dark blue to metallic ~ayish. This color change is

caused by the creation of color centers in the bulk and am be used as a quantitative measure

for the degree of bulk reduction. Fig. 6 shows that darker, more redueed samples

incorporate lSO at a much fmter rate than lighter, more stoichiometric samples. Displayed

in Fig. 7 are two TiOz(l 10) samples with a different degree of bulk reduction. (These

samples were mounted next to each other on one sample platen and sputtered and annealed

simultaneously to ensure exactly the same treatment. A more detailed and quantitative

investigation of the relationship between sample color, type of bulk defects, and surface

properties is currently underway. 17)A drastically different appearance is visible in STM;

annealing in oxygen a light blue sample (lefl in Fig. 7) shows basically a (1x1) surface
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termination, whereas the much darker sample (Fig. 7, right) is quite covered with rosettes.

Both samples incorporate 180, however (Fig. 6).

4 Discussion

4.1 Geome~”c model for rosette-like network structure.

A model for the rosette network has already been presented in a previous paper. 13The

main features are shown in Fig. 8. It consists of an incomplete Ti02 layer, where the O

and Ti atoms are missing in a regular fashio% and all the remaining atoms are in bulk-like

positions. In Fig. 8b two islands are placed onto a (1 x 1) surface, the left one representing

a rosette network with missing atoms, and the right one the regular ( 1 x 1) structure. First

consider the (1 x 1) island. Titanium atoms are drawn as small, white balls and oxygen

atoms as dark balls. We chose this shading for easier comparison with STM images where

Ti sites are generally imaged bright. 11As visible in the side view, oxygen atoms at higher

locations are shaded darker. For example, the bridging oxygen atoms covering every other

Ti row in the regular (1 x 1) structure are shown as black balls. The (1 x 1) structure has a

rectangular unit cell as outlined on the far right of Fig. 8. The four 6-fold coordinated Ti

atoms on the comers of the unit cell are covered by bridging oxygen atoms, and only the

center Ti (5-fold coordinated) is visible in STM.

Outlined (with full lines) on the (1 x 1) island in Fig. 8 is a hexagon connecting four 5-fold-

coordinated Ti and three six-fold-coordinated Ti atoms (underneath the bridging oxygens).

Suppose the two bridging oxygen atoms marked with crosses as well as the six-fold

coordinated Ti atom in the center are missing. Then, one would end up with six Ti atoms

arranged in a quasi-hexagon (which is 6.5 ~ (one unit cell) wide and 6 ~ (two unit cells)

high, as observed in the experiment). Exactly these atoms are missing in the ‘R’network
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structure shown on in Fig. 4, which consists only of O and Ti atoms in bulk-like positions.

So conversely, adding one Ti02 unit into the hexagon (fidl-lines) of the network structure of

Fig. 8 generates the regular (1 x 1) structure. A second kind of hexagon with Ti atoms at

the comers is drawn with dashed lines on both islands of Fig. 8. Here, one TiO unit (one 6-

fold-coordinated Ti atom at the center and two ‘connecting’bridging oxygen atoms, counted

as one oxygen atom at the sides) is missing in the network structure. Hence, the rosette-

structure is simply an incomplete Ti02(l 10) layer with some atoms missing.

4.2 Electronic structure calculations for a rosette on top of Ti02(l x 1) (110) su<ace.

To test the stability of the proposed rosette structure, we performed LDA calculations using

the 258-atom supercell shown in Fig. 9. A single rosette with six Ti atoms and twelve O

atoms is arranged on top of a Ti02( 1 x 1) (11O)substrate. The bottom three Ti02 layers

(3rd - 5~ layer in Fig. 9b) were fi-ozen at the bulk positions and the top two layers of TiOz

and the rosette were allowed to relax geometrically by minimizing the force of each atom.

Relaxations of selected atoms are illustrated in Figs. 9a and 9b.

The rosette shows substantial horizontal relaxations (between 0.1 ~ -0.6 ~, Fig. 9a) with

a general tendency to collapse towards the center. From the side view (Fig. 9b), all Ti

atoms (l-6) in the rosette relax downward by 0.3 ~. All inner O atoms (9,12,16,17) sink

by 0.3 ~, while 15 and 18 sink slightly (O.1 ~). The other outer O atoms

(7,8,10,1 1,13,14) rise by 0.4 ~. Thus, the rosette is shrinking and buckling to reach its

~uilibrium position. This results in a shortening of Ti-O bond lengths by 0.1 to 0.2 ~ as

compared to the bulk. With the rosette on top of the substrate, the relaxation of Ti and O
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atoms in the first layer is similar to the first-principle calculations of the clean (1 x 1) (1 10)

surface 23The existence of rosettes causes small relaxations in the second and third layers..

The local density of states (LDOS) of bulk atoms (013 1 and Ti130, not labeled in Fig.

10b), first layer atoms (035 and Til 9) and the DOS of rosette atoms (averaged O, Til, and

Ti3) are shown in Fig. 10. In each case, the Ti states dominate the unoccupied conduction

band and the O states the valence band, similar to other theoretical works on the Ti02(l x

1)(1 10) surface.23-28When interpreting our STM images (Fig. 4), we assumed that the Ti

atoms in the rosette are also imaged bright. The results displayed in Fig. 10justify this

assumption. In the rosette, the empty Ti 3d states dominate the conduction band and from

the theory of Tersoff et al,29 the tunneling current is found to be proportional to the surface

LDOS at the position of the tip,

The valence band width of rosette O atoms is narrower as compared to O atoms on the

(1x1) surface and in the bulk, and its shape is also different. Such changes should clearly

be visible in UPS valence band measurements, especially if performed under conditions

where the photon energy is varied to increase sensitivity to Ti 3d-derived states.30 The gap

width for both O 2p and Ti 3d states in the rosette is wider than that in the bulk as shown

in Fig. 10. When analyzing the off-diagonal LDOS of selected Ti-O pairs 14(not shown

here), we find a significant increase in the strength of covalent interaction between Ti and O

atoms in the rosette as compared to the bulk. We believe that it is this interaction which

broadens the gap, moving the local conduction band minimum higher as seen in Fig. 10.
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4.3 Mechanism

Only a few previous accounts of oxygen-induced morphological and structural changes of

Ti02(l 10) have been given. A brief Letter has been published by this group. 13 Engel and

co-workers have observed cross-linked row structures along the [110] direction after

annealing the TiOz(l 10)(1 x 2) phase in oxygen (1 x 10-7Torr) at 1000 K followed by

heating in UHV.3’4Onishi et al.g observed hill-like structures when exposing the

TiOz(l 10)(1 x 1) surface to 02 gas (-1x10-7 mbar) at 800 K. With time, these features

were transformed into added rows and new (1 x 1) terraces. This is consistent with our

STM results above 710 K (Fig. 2e) where only added strands and (1 x 1) terraces are

visible. Onishi et al. proposed are-oxidation scheme where Tin+ (rK3) interstitial atoms

from the reduced bulk are diffbse to the surface where they react with Oz gas to form hiils,

added rows and new terraces. Consumption of Ti interstitial by reaction with surface

oxygen produces a concentration gradient that results in a net difision current of these Ti

interstitial towards the surface. The same mechanism, i.e., segregation of Tin+, combined

with reaction with gaseous oxygen, is responsible for the formation of rosettes, strands and

(1x 1) islands in our experiments. The rate of surface restructuring is affected by the

surface concentration of both reaction partners, Ti interstitial and 02 molecules. The Ti

segregation rate depends on temperature (influencing diflision to the surface), number of

Ti interstitial (reduction state of the crystal), and the chemical potential of oxygen (@e

oxygen pressure).

The restructuring process can be regarded as the manifestation of reoxidation of a reduced

crystal at the atomic scale. It results in the growth of additional TiOz layers at the surface

with Ti coming fi-omthe reduced bulk and oxygen from the gas phase. The kinetic

processes and energetic that govern nucleatio~ grow@ and morphology of deposited

fihns are well-studied.31 This case is special; because one constituent of the newly-added

I
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film comes from the bulk, the kinetics of bulk diffusion must be taken into account as well.

(Extensive Ti02 bulk studies32-39revealed titanium interstitial ions as well as oxygen

vacancies in a reduced Ti02 crystal. Bulk difision studies 40+8 and a recent SSIMS

49 show that Ti interstitial are the major diffbsive species in Ti02 rutile andinvestigation

not O vacancies.) For heavily reduced crystals, the added features nucleate mainly on

terraces as is visible from their random distribution in low-coverage images (Fig 2a). This

suggests that Ti interstitials are driven out in vertical direction Iiom the bulk to the surface,

where they react with oxygen. Some step-flow growth occurs also as evidenced by the

relatively rough step edges that develop already at low temperatures a.dor gas exposures.

Step-flow dominates the growth on less reduced, light crystals (Fig. 7a).

The rosette networks are the precursors to the added (1 x 1) islands especially

temperatures (<660 K). The transition born rosettes to the ( 1 x 1) structure is

at lower

straightforward as discussed above (section 4.1), one simply needs to add additional atoms

to rosettes. This should happen easily upon arriwd of new Ti interstitial on the surface,

even without additional incorporation of 02 from the gas phase. At low enough

temperatures, the overall island shape of rosette network patches appear to be preserved

during the transition to a (1 x 1) island, hence the preferred orientation of the (1 x 1)

islands. When the temperature rises above - 700 K (Fig. 2e) the (1 x 1) islands assume a

more square shape with step edge orientations typical for high-temperature UHV-annealed

surfaces. 12

There are three distinct regions for the rate of 1*Ouptake, as reported in the context of Fig.

5. Initially, the rate increases with increasing temperature. At higher temperatures, a

second process kicks in that first slows and then decreases the reaction rate with annealing

temperature. This is also apparent in Fig. 3, where the total 1*Ouptake for a given

exposure time decreases above 700 K. Annealing an 1*0-rich surface in UHV decreases
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the 180 surface content, with a clear break point in the depletion rate around 740 K.22 The

180 can leave the surface via two routes: exchange with 160 from the bulk, and resorption

into the gas phase. The observed changes in surface morphology suggest that the latter

process is dominant at high temperatures. Note that the slowdown in 180 uptake under

oxygen-rich conditions occurs concurrently with the disappearance of rosettes; upon

annealing in 1802 at710 K (Fig. 2e), only strands are formed on the surface. Similarly,

rosettes transform into (reduced TizOs) strands when a 1gO-restructured surface is annealed

in UHV at 690 K.22 A mere scrambling between surface and bulk oxygen atoms cannot

lead to a surface reduction. The assumption that resorption of oxygen from the surface

occurs at temperatures above 700 K is also supported by other studies. It has been reported

that surface point defects are created when Ti02(l 10)(1 x 1) surfaces are annealed in UHV

10observed a (1 x 2) reconstructed surface betweenat temperatures above 700 K.2 Xu et al.

700-800 & which reversibly converts to the (1 x 1) surface. They attributed this

conversion to O resorption into the gas phase and/or Ti difiion into the bulk. This is

also consistent with our results; at temperatures above 830& onIy bulk-terminated (1 x 1)

terraces exist (Fig. 2f), indicating that the row structure is also a metastable phase which

converts into the most stable (1 x 1) terrace with temperature.

5. Conclusion and open questions

Results presented in this paper clearly indicate that both the oxidation conditions and the

history of the TiOz(l 10) sample have significant bearing on the morphology of the surface.

It is somewhat frustrating that even this ‘best characterized’ of all metal oxide systems is

not yet completely understood, and that characterization with spectroscopic and diffraction

techniques is not sufficient to reveal the great differences in atomic structure that can form

through annealing in oxygen. The STM images displayed in Fig. 7 we a good example.
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Under exactly the same oxidation conditions, a very light blue crystal exhibits only a (1x1)

structure, while a dark crystal is covered with roseties. Hence, it is possible to deliberately

prepare either a stoichiometric Ti02(l 1O)(1X1)surface or one covered with the metastable

structure.

The observed variations in the surface structure with Oz pressure, crystal temperature and

bulk defect density are so vast that we suspect chemistry of the Ti02(l 10) surface should

be significantly variant for samples oxidized under different conditions. For example, the

issue of whether water is molecularly or dissociatively adsorbed on TiOz(l 10)2’16’50-52

may be significantly clouded in the literature because of studies in which the morphology of

the surface was unknowingly disordered by the presence of the rosettes and/or strands

.. observed in this study by STM. Another example where restructured surfaces may exhibit

quite diffkrent chemistry fi-oma (1x1) surface is the adsorption of pyridine. Pyridine

molecules bind more strongly at 4-fold coordinated Ti atoms at step edges as compared to

the 5-fold coordinated Ti on the flat (1x1) surface as shown recently by Iwasawa’s

group.53Possibly, pyridine interacts strongly with rosette networks, where 4-fold

coordinated Ti atoms are prevalent (Fig. 9). Metal overlayer film growth on TiOQ(l 10) may

be affected as well,54 e.g., the roughness, induced by oxygen anneal of dark crystals, may

influence nucleation and growth of overlayers. The rosette networks may also provide

special adsorption sites for metal atoms, e.g., it is not inconceivable that one could place a

single metal atom in the center of the rosette displayed in Fig. 9.

On a larger scale, the results in this study suggest that subsurface (interstitial) Ti is fairly

labile in Ti02 rutile, especially as the bulk concentration of these species increases. The

bulk of small rutile particles could therefore act as sinks for excess Ti under reductive

conditions, with this Ti returning to the surface under oxidative conditions. Such cycling

of Ti between the bulk and surface should significantly influence surface properties of
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small crystalline particles, as suggested by results in this work, but should also effect the

bulk electrical and photoabsorptive properties.

Rutile Ti02(l 10) may not be the only system where such oxygen-induced morphology

changes occur. A study of the reoxidation mechanisms of other bulk-reduced materials may

provide an attractive playing field for surface scientists, where rich and interesting

metastable structures maybe expected.
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Figure captions:

Fig. 1 STM image (500~x500~)ofTi02(110), sputtered and annealed in UHV for 30

min at 880 K. The surface shows a regular ( 1 x 1) termination. The few bright lines

are referred to as (1 x 2) strands.

~. STM images (500~x500~)ofaTi02(110) surface. All surfaces were pretreated

by sputtering and annealing in UHV at 880 K for 30 min. 1802 (1x10-6mbar) was

dosed at (a) 500 I& (b) 520 K, (c) 550 ~ (d) 660 K for 10 rein, (e) 710 K for 15

rein, and (f) 830 K for 20 min.

~. The surface concentration of 180 (measured with LEIS) on TiOz(l 10) surfaces

prepared as in Figs. 2a~f.

Fig. 4 A small scale STM image (200 ~ x 200 ~) of network patches (’R’),strands, and

(1x1) islands atler annealing in 1 x 10-6mbar 1802 at 570 K for 25 min.

Fig. 5 The 180 surface concentration during annealing in 6.7 x 10-7mbar 180z at various

temperatures monitored with SSIMS.

Fig. 6 SSIMS of 180 surface concentration during annealing in 180z for rutile crystals with

diffkrent colors. The color of a crystal is a measure of its bulk defect concentration.

FM. STM images (500 ~ x 500 ~) of a light blue (a) and a dark (b) Ti02(l 10) sample

prepared by sputtering and UHV annealing at 970 K for 20 min followed by

annealing in 180z (1x10-6 mbar) at 570 K for 10 min.
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Fig. 8 Atomic model (top and side view) for a restructured surface. A bulk-terminated

(1x1) island is shown on the right side. The network patch (’R’)on the left side

consists of an incomplete Ti02( 11O)(1 x 1) layer and contains only atoms at bulk

positions. Small white balls are Ti atoms. Shadowed large balls represent oxygen

atoms, and darker shading indicates higher z-positions. The rectangle outlines the

unit cell of the (1x1) structure. The hexagons connect Ti atoms in similar positions

on both islands. Atoms missing in the network are marked with large crosses on the

(1x 1) island.

~.Supercell used for electronic structure calculations (a) top-view, (b) side-view.

Fig. 10 LDOS of selected atoms within the slab in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 1 STM image (500 ~ x 500 ~) of TiO (110), sputtered and annealed in
2

UHV for 30 min at 880 K. The surface shows a regular (1 x 1) termination.
The few bright lines are referred to as (1 x 2) strands.
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Fig. 3 The stiace concentration of 180 (measured with LEIS)
on TiOz( 11O) surfaces prepared as in Figs. 2a-f.



Fig. 4 A small scale STM image (200 ~ x 200 A) of network patches (’R’),

strands, and (1 x 1) islands after annealing in 1 x 10-6 mbar 1802 at 570 K

for 25 min.
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Fig. 7 STM images (500 ~ x 500 ~) of a light blue (a) and a dark (b)
Ti02(l 10) sample prepared by sputtering and UHV annealing at 970

K for 20 min followed by annealing in l*OZ (1x10-6 mbar) at 570 K

for 10 min.



Fig. 8 Atomic modei (top and side view) for a restructured surface. A buik-terminated (1 x 1) isiand is shown on the right side. The
network patch (’R’) on the ieft side consists of an incomplete Ti02(l 10) (1 x 1) iayer and contains oniy atoms at buik positions.

Smaii white baiis are Ti atoms. Shadowed iarge baiis represent oxygen atoms, and darker shading indicates higher z-positions. The
rectangie outiines the unit ceii of the (1 x 1) structure. The hexagons connect Ti atoms in simiiar positions on both isiands. Atoms
missing in the network are marked with iarge crosses on the (1 x 1) isiand.
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Fig. 9 Supercell used for electronic structure calculations (a) top-view, (b)

side-view.
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Fig. 10 LDOS of selected atoms within the slab in Fig. 9.


